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stability with Combustion and Flow
Abstract
This report contains the results of an eypeiiment
with a given burner to determine some of the factors
which effect combustion stability, combustion efficiency,
and blow out. Investigations were made on the effects of
mass flow, burner pressure, chamber length, and fuel
pressure.
It was found that burner pressure, shorter burner
length, smaller ^'^eight floors, and more volatile fuels
improve blow out conditions. It is believed that extra
oxygen supplied to the burner when using a hydrocarbon
fuel will also improve this limit. On the other hand,
longer burner length is necessary for improved combustion
efficiency. In this particular burner high weight flows,
and high air-fuel ratios badly reduced efficiency, due to
the improper inti eduction of the primary air.
The investigation was conducted by Lieutenant
Commander J. B. Balch at the Mechanical Engineering
Department of Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, New
York. The necessary background information in the thermo-
dynamics of high velocity flow and combustion was received
from Professor Neil P. Bailey, the- head of the Ilechanical
Engineering Department.
Introduction
The development of the ram-jet, turbo Jet, and to
some extent the liquid fuel rocket during World War Tv,0;.
brought to the fore the problem of combustion with high
velocity flow. The first glance at the problem would leic
one to believe, that the principles of static combustion
which have been worked out so thoroughly in the past,
could be applied directly to the flow combustion problem.
Unfortunately this is not so. .
In the first place there are certain flow condi-
tions for any burner that must be met. These include
the unavoidable static pressure drop in a combustible
chamber, the partial velocity pressure gain for that
static pressure drop, friction pressure drop, the degree
of turbulance due to a burner design, the choking limit
of temperature rise, and the velocity distribution in the
burner. The action of the flame in the boundary layer is
another subject associated with flow and not found in the
static combustion problem.
Secondly, the chemical processes of combustion are
altered in that the time element of the combustion process
has been shortened and therefore the reaction may be only
partially completed in the combustion chamber. As will
be seen later this has a serious effect on blow-out*
Added to this are the problems of burning a heterogeneous
mixture at velocities greater than the transformation
velocity.
The problem of the jet engine burner is to allc^^
a fuel to burn quickly and completely in fast moving air
over as wide a range of conditions as possible.
The burner used in these tests was an experimental
2in, General Electric combustion chamber as shown in Figc '.
Kerosene was used as the fuel. The purpose of the experi-
ment, as originally laid down, was to attempt to corre-
late instability and blow-out with flow theories or to
correlate it with the limitations in the mechanics of
combustion. However, as will be explained later, the
instability in this particular burner was found to be
caused by the mechanics of combustion only. As a result
the experiment was broadened along these lines to include
burner efficiencies at various operating points.
Instability as used in this report refers to the
point where the burner is on the verge of blowing out.
In other words, it does not refer to slightly rough
burning.
Equipment and Procedure
The burner was a typical gas turbine typ.^ as
shown in Fig. 3, The shell was a 2 nr.„ inside diameter
steel cylinder built in two sections. The forv/nrd or
up-stream section contained the liner, fuel atomizer
and spark plug and attached to this was the aftf-r or
down stream section, 6 ^ in. long. This 6 4' in. part
of the burner was added to insure that the combustion
'. c-^.ction had gone to completion for the arbitrary ai?"-
fuel ratiojif of 50 to one with a .6 in, diameter exit
nozzle.
Various exit orifices of .4 in., .6 in., and
.7 in. in diameter were used at the end of the down
stream section. Static pressure taps were placed at the
end of the forward and after sections, while temperature
taps v/ere placed at the end of the forward section and
the beginning and the end of the after section. A three
dimensional stand was placed at the end of the burner to
read total and static pressure and total temperature at
the orifice, inside the burner or in the free jet.
The stainless steel liner fitted into the forward
shell and was held in place by the nozzle spray extension
which screwed into the back of the liner. The liner had
eight rows of sixteen holes, as shown, through which the
air diffused into the combustion chamber. The holes
increased in diameter from 1/8 in, at the forward er^
to 1/4 in. at the after end. Through the side of the
burner and liner and just down stream of the fuel spray
a spark plug was placed.
*
Connected to the forward end of the burner by a
1 in, pipe was the plenum chamber with a total tempera-
ture Weston thermometer ?nd a .749 in, diameter meterin,.:,
nozzle. Also connected were the necessary static
pressure taps to compute weight flow. Ahead of this
chamber were the air control and bleed off valves.
Associated equipment was a fuel tank mounted on
scales with a vacuum fuel feed line, fuel pump, motor,
variac, spark coil, potentiometer, selector switch, and
manometers,
"^he air supply was delivered by a Schram Compressor
at 100 lbs. per sq, in, and 205 c.f.m. During the runs
the compressor was kept running at a constant delivery
pressure by bleeding off excess air.
The following procedure was used. The spark was
turned on followed by fuel and air. The fuel was adjust-
ed to the desired delivery pressure and then the air
supply to the metering chamber was adjusted to give the
* The burner liner shown in Fig. 3 had been badly
burned and broken by blow out tests.
desired manometer reading. With this done the -^ir bleed
off valve was opened to give a steady 90 lb. d3^:lvery
air pressure. Final adjustments of fuel and a I- were
then made. When conditions were steady, the raadings
were taken.
Fuel weight was obtained by the scales in the .
following manner, v.rhen the arm of the scales passed a
scrice mark a two ounce v/eight was removed and a s^o^
vatch started. As the pointer arm again passed the scribe
mark the watch was stopped. Thus, knowing the time for
the consumption of two ounces of fuel, the lbs. of fuel
per second could be computed.
The intake fuel line and the by pass fuel pump
line were suspended in the fuel tank. P'or the amount
of fuel used the error introduced by this arrangement
was negligible, being a function of the density of the
copper pipe and kerosene, and the difference in momentum
of the entering and departing fuel. The system v/as
calibrated by direct measurement of fuel delivered.
For the few hydrogen and propane runs the procedure
was the same except that the gas was not metered because
time was insufficient to construct an adequate fuel
metering system and to calibrate it.
Occasionally, when computing data, it was found
necessary to correct the weight of fuel used per sec.
8This was accomplished by a plot of fuel versus burner-
static pressure for constant fuel pressure runs. Th^j
point obv-.-Giisly in error was moved to the approximate
~y
straight line relationship between burner pressure a:r:.c>
weight of fuelc If more than one reading was out^ thr
run was not used,.
All burner temperatures Tg are the maximum
temperatures in the burner and are uncorrected.
On each regular run the following data was taken.
The static pressure ahead of the metering nozzle was
recorded on a 60 in. mercury manometer „ The changes in
stacic pressure across the metering nozzle, from the
discharge side of the nozzle to a point half way along
the burner, and to the end of the burner tube were
recorded by differential manometers. Total temperatures
were taken at the half way point in the burner, at the
end of the burner, and in the plenum chamber on the dis-
charge side of the nozzle. Fuel weight was taken as
previously described.
I\feny burner tem.perature traverses were taken in
attempts to correlate an average temperature in the
burner with air and fuel flow conditions. They were
found impractical, as, for a true average temperature,
it would have been necessary to compute a double inte-
gration for temperatures and velocity across the burner
for each flow condition. However, these traverses were
useful in determining the position for the temperature
probe to read the maximum temperature at any flow conori-
tion. See Fig. 11, In evaluating results then it mrst
be remembered that the temperature at the end of the
burner is the maximum and not a weighted average, which
would be from 200 to 500 degrees less than the m.aximumc
For the same reason no orstat analyses are in-
cluded as measures "^^' combustion efficiencies. However,
by plots shown relative efficiencies are determined in
which point this report is interested. It can be stated,
hov^ever, that a traverse across the burner indicctes
'.hat -^f-.ihu-o: c:i Qff:.^i^r:cy '.s hi.^heet at the cent^^r,
low at th--^ top, 8nd lower still at the bottom v^here In
some cases lio_uid fuel was actually seen.
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Discussion and Results
Although, as previously pointed out, instability
in this burner was eventually found to be connected with
the kinetics of combustion, a short review of a few of
the theoretical flow limitations is in order.
In reference (a) and (b) it is shown that for




which states that the gain in velocity pressure during
burning is equal to half the static pressure loss. At
high velocity burning therefore the total pressure loss
will be severe. It is further shown that
dM , M (l -hcT"/ }3^ Clf kM^
dTo 2 To Cl-M^)
for the above conditions, which indicates that the
subacoustic mach number increases with increase in total
temperature until M«l, which point it approaches at an
infinite rate.
It is shown in reference (b) that-^ ^£- must
P dW
be negative in a burner for stability. If one differen-
W '^ To /kg~r /k-'l\ ^tiates the weight flow equation
""Jp—
= M\/g^ \l-[--^/ yr\
and combine it with
^£2] k . [l+f^ M^
differentiated for constant total pressure one finds that
J5L S2 r-JL /l-io) This states that if one bums at a
P dW k V"^ JF'
mach number greater than one, the flame will be unstable.
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In reference (a) it Is shewn that
{nil I.TSti (HkiMjS) (i^-icgM^!^) ^^
This equation gives the maximum M for any T02 v/here
To.
M2* 1» It can be considered a limit of stability above
which choking will occur. The superacoustic solution
to the foregoing equation has previously been eliminated.
As runs were made it became obvious^ that in this
particular burner, that instability was not the result of
the violation of thermodynamic flow requirements One of
the strongest proofs of the above observation was that at
rich blow out the flame was extinguished progressively
from the down stream end. Propane gas was then used
instead of kerosene with identical results. However,
when hydrogen was burned greatly increased burner tempera-
tures were attained and the flame at blowout was ex-
tinguished from the up stream end* It is believed that
this later fuel was giving flow instability.
Typical data taken is shown in tables I and II,
The majority of the data is not included in this report
as it merely verifies the results.
The first important fact noted was that the
efficiency of the burner as compared with the ideal value
computed from Ref, (c), appeared to be excellent at high
weight flows. See Figure 4. However, the burner would
carbon up badly which indicated poor burning. This fact
12
WPS quickly verified by noting that there v;as ^^r.ly a verv
small flaiTie in the vicinity of the fuel nozzle a-rd that
the temperature of the air six inches Irom the M-.it nozzl^
was less "'-nan 200^ F which was entirely incomp-r'.ible with
the burner temperature reading. Further, a coo... metal
plate placed at the exit jet would condense ouc consider-
able fuel.
The only plausible explanation of the er:'.T"r:30Uwi
hu- rr^er temperatures was that burning occurred on th:^
the:{*mocouple which '"ould be probable under the c:irc'irn-
stances. As no optical system was available to measure
temperatures, all readings at high weight flow, where
the flame was not in the vicinity of, or surrounding the
thermocouple, were ignored in the final analysis.
This lack of combustion of the fuel at high
weight flow ^^'as the result of too much cold air being
blown at the flame. This cut down the vaporization of
the fuel and, as pointed out in reference (c) by Jost,
the ignition delay wrs greatly increased by the lowering
of the mixture tem.perature. The two effects prevented
the flame from progressing rapidly enough through the
burner and the mixture v;as cooled below its' ignition
temperature as it encountered more cool air. Reference
(f ) gives a cure for this situation. Mock would admit
the primary air in better proportions by any one of his
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suggested methods and the secondary air later after the
mixture has burned alm.ost completely.
Another method, impractical at the moment, ^/ou.r.a
be to use a fast burning fuel such as hydrogen peroxide,
Another striking proof of the poor bur-ning
efficiency of this burner at high weight flow is to
compare the curves on Fig, 10 where the exit nozzle aiea^
are shown for .126 sc. in. and 1385 sc. in. For an
air-fuel ration of 80 it w? s found thrt the burner with
the .126 sq. in, nozzle gave a greater temperature by
550 F, It must be realized that by increasing the exit
area greater v/eight flows are obtained for the same
air fuel ratio,
^/hen equal weight flows were put through the
burner, it is seen by Fig. 9. which v/as obtained from
the effective part of Fig. 4. and from Fig. 8, that the
efficiency of the combustion v;as only slightly increased
for the .126 sq. in. nozzle over the .385 sq, in, nozzle.
This is reasonable as within this range an increase in
the burner pressure will increase the combustion effic-
iency slightly by increasing its speed of reaction.
This is somewhat analogous to the advantage of l high
compresrion internal combustion engine.
Examining the effect of varying fuel pressure,
which in this case means varying fuel weight flow while
14
holding the exit nozzle area constant, it is apparent frc";
Fig, 7 that combustion efficiency decreases wit";: :'ncreasr'-
fuel flow. Fig. 7 is a combination of Fig. 5 a-? I Fig. 6
and therefore shows the combustion efficiency for a total
weight flo^v of ,0502 lb. per sec. for various air -fuel
ratios. In this particular case it indicates th^\t at
very low air-fuel ratios, near stoicheometric tho burner
efficiency again drops off. This result verifies \.he
f:L;:dlngs of Re-f^erences (d) and (f).
Fig, 10, for a constant air fuel ratio, sliov.-s that
the smaller fuel pressure is more efficient. The ex-
planation is the srme as in the case of using the smaller
exit nozzle area. In other v/ords, the air flow must be
larger vrith the higher fuel pressure to give the same
air-fuel ratio, and this burner has already been proved
to be better at the smaller weight flow.
Examining more closely the effect of air-fuel
ratios near stoicheometric on efficiency, Fig. 10 shows
clearly the loss in efficiency when one pictures the
actual curves being dropped down to give the actual
average temperature say approximately 300 F for the 40 lb.
curve. This sudden drop in efficiency is the key to the
rich blow out in the burner when using hydrocarbon fuels.
To review the blov; out problem it v/ill be recalled
that with hydrocarbon fuels, kerosene and propane, the
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tl.o''- out occj.^Teo at slightly above stoioheometiic arid
t.^-.t tl-^h flame was extinguished from the dovTx n*r--^aTii encl.
Ir. no case was the temperature ratio greater thar. 5.3.
Witji. hydrogen, blowout occurred starting with the up
strocira end and the temperature ratio was approximately
7. This immediately suggests that the hydrogen blov/
cut vfps a flow effect ^"hile that of the hydrocarbon fuels
were chemical and kinetic.
A reasonable explanation is th-^t, as the hydro-
carbon fuel is burned, many aldehydes and peroxides are
formed in the flame front which require a great deal
of oxygen while later, other unstable oxides such as
%^2 ^^^ ^^'^ ^^^ form.ed requiring even more oxygen. As
the oxygen available is limited, the mixture is heterogen-
eous and the time of combustion is smsll, the flame dies
out for lack of oxygen necessarily form the down stream
end. With hydrogen the only possible oxygen rich unstable
products are H^C^and HOg which may explain the difference.
It might be m.entioned at this time that the presence
of the aldehydes v/ere painfully brought to the attention
of the operator by their eye irritating qualities. It is
regretted that time did not permit the running of rich
^
blow out tests with oxygen enriched air and also with a
^ homogeneous mixture of propane and air.
The above theory could also explain the poor
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efficiencies at low air-fuel ratios. It was not a probl<^m
of insufficient oxygen to completely burn the fuel, but
rather that the oxygen was tied up in heavy molecules or
that the remaining free molecules did not have time to
encounter the fuel at a burnable concentration while in
the burner. This caused the flame to stand out through
the nozzle and bum in the free air« A temperature
traverse made in the free jet showed considerable rise in
temperature in the shock diamonds, probably due to the
conversion of some unstable carbon radical,*
In the beginnin^^ when the burner was being tested
for proper length it v^as noted that instability was de-
creased for longer burner tubes. In other v/ords that
improving the combustion efficiency increased the air-
fuel ratio at blow out* This fact has since been verified
by reference (d).
Therefore, improving the combustion efficiency will
not necessrrily prevent blow out as the oxygen removing
process will still continue. It is unlikely that this
type of burner would be used at these low air-fuel ratios
except for very short intervals of time. As a result the
blow out problem at this point is the most important.
* This phenomenon was investigated by Lt.Comdr. C. J.
Beers, U.S. Navy on the same burner.
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During the r:! ch blow tests a confinraticn waa
ina:Te of the fact stated in reference (f) that licpiid. fuel
±r. tc "be found on the up strean end of the burrer liner
d'-.spite the high temperatures involved. It ic not sur-
prising then that the burning of the flame was rough. It
could easily happen, thrt^as this fuel flows down to a
hotter part of the burner, it is vaporized with a flash
back of the flame through the boundary layer. This would
cause a subsequent pressure use with less air supplied
and then a rarefaction. During the rarefaction more
fuel would be vaporized into an already rich mixture
causing an even larger fluctuation. It was noted that
the burning of propane was far smoother, and that of hydro-
gen smoother yet. This phenomenon should be further
explored and the above explanation is only offered as a
possible solution to the process whereby instability
starts.
It was found during the runs with propane and
hydrogen that not only stability was improved but that
starting was simple and positive. This follows from the
decreased specific gravity and increased volatility of the
gaseous fuels. The difficulty in starting the burner with
kerosene wp.s due in part to the fact that it was not in
the best location. However, the principle difficulties
were caused by liquid fuel shorting out the plug and that
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th3 plug car-bone^ up sfter about "ten minutes of rrnrr.r-^..
Vfr.ivlR on the prcblsn of startirp;, i'"". vOhould he c ta-':eci
th r •"-• rastarting the modem turbo j^t at high a"'.t;t:/ler
where the static temperature is lov; is one of 'ch^::
serious drawbacks to the engine.
It might appear at this point that the use of a
homogeneous air and fuel mixture would be easier to burn.
However, it must be remembered that theflammability range
of kerosene is approximately an air-fuel ratiojf of eight
to twenty- seven. Experience has shown that even a homo-
geneous hydrocarbon mixture will not burn much below
stoichiometric and therefore the range of flammability
is too narrow. Precise control of primary and secondary
air would overcome the difficulty, but even at best the
problem of getting a true homogeneous mixture of a liquid




As a result of the foregoing tests it can be stated
that
(1) Increasing burner pressure will increase
stability and lower the rich blow out limit. It will also
improve combustion efficiency at all air-fuel ratios*
(2) The combustion efficiency of this burner is
poor at high air-fuel ratios and that it could be improved
by designing the burner to give better distribution of
primary air.
(3) In this burner rich blow out may be caused
by lack of free oxygen, and that probably the limit could
be lowered by addition of oxygen or oxygen rich compounds
•
(4) The greater weight flows through the burner,
i*e, higher Mach numbers, give lower combustion effic-
iencies for the same air-fuel ratio.
(&^ Longer burner tubes will improve combustion
efficiency, but that they increase the rich blow out limit,
(6) Homogeneous mixtures are impractical for a
burner which must operate under a wide range of air-fuel
mixtures.
(7) It is very likely that liquid fuel in the
burner liner is the cause of rough burning, or at least
starts the instability.
The foregoing points with the exception of (2) and
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(6) would make excel'^e::t quantitative stv.dies^ Cornhr-.cfl .>}
Tith flow can be c^'i-lr/3 :i new rubject., It is eztr:}ni-_ly
in::)'^itant at xl^e p"-^seno timer
The method of analysis presvonted is c-alievr;'! -c
be a quick and sure method of evaluating burners to meet
given requirements, and especially to check modifications
on the burner. The weak point, of course, is in tempera-
ture measurements, but this, unless it is done by optical
means, is'alvrays a problem in combustion studies.
On the other hand gas analyses taken in this
burner were not at rll consistent with v/hat the author
feels was actually going on. Possibly the technique was
poor, but the problem of the hot probe completing the
reaction, liquid fuel on the liner and in the gas, plus
the fact that a true picture could only be gotten from a
three dimension traverse in velocity and gas analysis,
make this method questionable, or at least time consuming.
Another method used in this report to check com-
bustion efficiencies is quite accurate and quick. This
consisted in using the weight flow equation
from reference (a) applied to the exit nozzle. If the
pressure ratio was greater than critical M^l, P«atmos-
pheric, W=known, A=A nozzle x nozzle coefficient and
k»cp_ (Hef. h); R can be considered a constant with
cv '
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little error. V/ith these values To can be computed which
gives an average temperature directly*
If the pressure ratio was less than critical, a
total pressure and static pressure readings were taken
to compute M,
The drawback in this method was that the readings
v/ere not taken in the burner and therefore heat transfer
had taken place with resulting lowering of the temperature
•
This report has given some of the factors which
are important in combustion with flow. In a design of
a burner, for any particular use they must be considered.
It is not possible to design one simple burner for any




With the exception cf v^eight flow all calcuip,t:>'ri-.
are straight fcmvarcl.
Air weight fj.cv/ v/a3 computed as follov.'Si
Fr^-^m reference (a)
-jr- - [if(^^) Mf F:r"
Expanding in il-.e binomial theorem
P k
^'^
^k P in Eg
As ^-^— a f (M): correct slope of curve for low E
.\ W= f (10 X P X kJT^^ X i-= 2376 ^"OZf
^ k P To '^'^^^ To
where f (M) = »4892 and A =,749 sq, in.; which has good




Data an-^ Computations of Combustion Runs
Area of Nozzle = .26 sq. in. Barometer = 30.05
AH Presf^urej^ in (in. Hg. ) All Temp, in (deg.R)
P iPt ii.P^>P:^P' P2 7 P4 i ~ .'
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Data and Computations of Combust•.on Buns
Area of Nozzle « ,126 sq. in, Barcme-t,er - 30o05
All Pressures in (in. Hg. ) All Temp, in (deg* R)
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.0677 .06816 147 2,04
i c .0578 .05827 123 2.81 Very Stable
d .00048 .0404 .04088 84 3.90
e •00050 .0144 .01490 29 5.27 Unstable
2. a .00108 .0644 406648 60 3.10
b .00126 .0539 .06515 43 3.95 Very Stable
c .00130 .0405 .04180 31 4.56
d .00136 .0351 .03646 25.8 6.16 •
e .00140 .0202 .02162 16 5.26 Unstable
3*a .00136 .0569 .05826 42 4.00 Very Stable
b .00150 .0535 .05500 35^7 4.57
c .00170 .0400 404170 23.5 6.17 Unstable
Table II
Data and Computations of Combustion Runs
Area of Nozzle = .385 sq, in. Barometer = 30.05
All Pressures in (in. Hg, ) All Temp, in (deg E)





















b 100 81.85 4.26 1.60 77.60 76.00 537 1437




d 100 60.95 2.10 .90 ! 68.85! 57.95 639 1858
e 100 65.45 1.60 .80 ' 63. 85| 53.05 541 2024
f 100 61.35 1.40 .90 49.95! 49.05 543 2329
2,
a
80 50.56 1.30 .80 49.25 48.46 643 2250
b 80 40.45 .50 .60 39. 96| 39.45
j
644 2860
80 60.15 2.16 .96 58.00 57.05 545 1880
a 80 70.25 3.10 1.26 67. 15 165.90 647 1657
e 80 81.05 4.10 1.60 76. 96176. 35
1
646 1492
^ 80 91.25 5,10 1.90 86.15184.25
f
547 1340
3. 40 87.35 6.76 2.25 80.60 78.35 547 953
b 40 83.86 6.85 2.06 78.00 75.95 549 968
c 40 70.26 4.10 1.50 66.15 64.65 550 1183
d 40 61.75 3.10 1.10 58.65 58.56 560 1323
e 40 50.55 1.75 .80 48.80 48.00 551 1682









Data and Computations of Combustion Runs
Area of Nozzle = .385 so. in, Barcmetf^r = P0,05
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Specific heat at constant pressure
Specific heat at constant volume
Standard acceleration of gravity








V/eight flow per unit time
Weight of air flowing per unit time
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